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Abstract 
 
 This thesis is documentation of my efforts to define my process as actor in 
creating the roles of Harriet and Kate in An Experiment With an Air Pump. The document 
includes research, character analysis, development of the roles, rehearsal journal, and an 
evaluation of my performance. An Experiment With an Air Pump was produced by the 
University of New Orleans Department of Film, Theatre, and Communication Arts. The 
play was performed in the Robert E. Nims Theatre of the Performing Arts Center at 7:30 
pm on November 4 through 6 and November 11 through 13, and at 2:30 pm on 
November 14. The play was also submitted as the University of New Orleans entry in the 
Kennedy Center American College Theatre Festival. It was performed at the Louisiana 
State Theatre Festival on November 17 at 1 p.m.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
An Experiment With an Air Pump, Robert E. Nims Theatre, Kennedy Center American 
College Theatre Festival 
Introduction 
 
 I started attending the University of New Orleans as a Master of Fine Arts student in the 
fall of 2008. I have been a full-time student since then and it has now come time to write my 
thesis. I always knew this day would eventually arrive, but I did not expect it to arrive so 
quickly.   
 I learned in the Spring of 2010 my thesis show would be An Experiment With an Air 
Pump. I also learned I would not be assigned a part and would have to go through the audition 
process. I had all summer to prepare for the auditions and about a week to prepare for the 
specific role. We started rehearsal one week after the cast list was posted.  
 We hit the ground running with five weeks of rehearsal before opening. This was also 
directing student Marshall Carby‟s thesis. The show was designed by three students. Chris 
Hornung designed lights, Mignon Charvet designed costumes, and Michael Krikorian designed 
props. Professor Kevin Griffith designed the set and Shannon Miller served as the technical 
director. Alicia Plaisance stage managed and Sarah Chatelaine was her Assistant Stage Manager.  
 What I thought was going to be an overwhelming task, became a very enjoyable 
experience.   
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Research 
Shelagh Stephenson was born in Northumberland, England. At age six she decided she 
wanted to be a writer. However, she took a slight detour when she studied drama at Manchester 
University and decided to try her hand at performing on the stage. She also acted in movies and 
television.  
 After eight years of acting Stephenson wrote her first play, The Memory of Water, in 
1996. It premiered at the Hampstead Theatre in London and won an Olivier Award for Best 
Comedy in 2000. The Memory of Water was eventually adapted into a motion picture titled 
Before You Go. Stephenson then wrote An Experiment With an Air Pump in 1998 after being 
commissioned by the Royal Exchange Theatre in Manchester. It opened in February of 1998 and 
shared the Peggy Ramsay Memorial Award with Sebastian Barry‟s Our Lady of Sligo.  
Her third play, Ancient Lights, premiered at the Hampstead Theatre in 2000, and her 
fourth, Mappa Mundi, at the Royal National Theatre‟s Cottesloe stage in 2002. In 2005 
Stephenson opened her play Enlightenment at the Abbey Theatre in Dublin. Her latest published 
play is The Long Road which opened at the Soho Theatre in London, May of 2008.  
Shelagh Stephenson has also written many radio plays for BBC radio including Darling 
Peidi, The Anatomical Venus, Five Kinds of Silence, Life is a Dream, and Nemesis. Five Kinds of 
Silence won the Writer‟s Guild Award for Best Original Radio Play in 1996.  
Stephenson has written for television and film, including Helen West and Downton 
Abbey, English television shows. Stephenson is married to Irish filmmaker Eoin O‟Callaghan 
and continues to write for the stage as well as for film and television. 
Shelagh Stephenson‟s play An Experiment With an Air Pump is based on Joseph Wright 
of Derby‟s painting “An Experiment on a Bird in the Air Pump”. Joseph Wright was born in 
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Derby, England September 3, 1734 during the earliest beginnings of the English Industrial 
Revolution.  
Wright studied in the studio of painter Thomas Hudson in London as a portrait artist early 
in his career. He returned to Derby after his studies ended and flourished as a portrait artist. In 
1765 at age 31, Wright received his first exhibition in London at the Society of Artists. One of 
the two paintings shown at the exhibition was “Three Persons Viewing the Gladiator by 
Candlelight.” This was the first of a series known as Wright‟s “candlelight” series. This series is 
what gave Wright his greatest success as an artist. The other two paintings in the series are “A 
Philosopher Giving that Lecture on the Orrery in which a Lamp is put in place of the Sun” and 
“An Experiment on a Bird in the Air Pump.” 
“They represent a complex combination of art, science, and philosophy 
and owe much to the Wright‟s circle of friends who included members of an 
important provincial group of philosophers, scientists and engineers, collectively 
known as the „Lunar Society.‟”  (Egerton) 
  
His painting “An Experiment on a Bird in the Air Pump” is oil on canvas and is most 
likely based on lectures by James Ferguson, a Scottish astronomer, who made scientific 
instruments. Wright‟s depiction of the lecture is more dramatic as it depicts an actual bird in the 
air pump, unlike Ferguson‟s demonstration that used a machine called the “lung-glass” in place 
of a real animal. “Wright is deliberately emphasizing the dramatic and exotic over the scientific 
and the factual.” (Baird) The themes explored in this painting are mirrored in Stephenson‟s play, 
An Experiment With an Air Pump.   
3
 Wright lived in Derby for most of his life, but spent some time in Liverpool and Italy. He 
married Hannah Swift and had six children by her. Joseph Wright of Derby painted until he died 
August 29, 1797 after suffering from asthma and nervousness.  
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Character Analysis 
One of the challenges with this play is the creation of two different characters. This 
means not relying on any “bag of tricks.” I felt that if I succumb to habits, I wouldn‟t be 
successful at all. I also decided that if I simply focused on trying to make them different, I would 
miss who they truly were. I needed to study the characters separately. If any parallels happened 
then okay, but I didn‟t want any decisions made about one character to influence the other 
character.  
Given Circumstances 
“During every moment we are on the stage, during every moment of the development of the 
action of the play, we must be aware either of the external circumstances which surround us (the 
whole material setting of the production), or of an inner chain of circumstances which we 
ourselves have imagined in order to illustrate our parts.” Constantin Stanislavski 
I started with Harriet. I‟m not sure if it was because she is the first that speaks or if it was 
because I already had immediate thoughts about her upon reading the script. Either way, she was 
the first.  
Harriet Fenwick is the daughter of scientist and inventor, Joseph Fenwick and his wife 
Susannah Fenwick. She has one younger sister, Maria. Her age is never stated in the play, but 
Marshall and I decided early on that she would be nineteen. This determination was made 
because we knew she was of marrying age, with her younger sister already engaged, and Harriet 
acts like a child at times. There is also desperation from her mother for Harriet to marry soon. If 
Harriet is nineteen then that means she was born in 1780. The play takes place in 1799 just 
before the turn of the century. 
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As the play opens everyone is in tableau except for Ellen. I am holding Maria‟s hand and 
we are staring at the air pump experiment being conducted by our father. Harriet‟s first line, “It‟s 
Maria‟s pet” (Script , 6) suggests that she really does care about Maria, but her very next line 
“They do have similar intellectual capacities” (Script, 6) turns that upside down and we see her 
sarcastic side. This only conveys how she feels about Edward, Maria‟s fiancé, and generally how 
she feels about the entire institution of marriage. She sees marriage as the end of everything she 
wants. This is the first glimpse we have of Harriet‟s opinion of marriage. This very first meeting 
of Harriet also foreshadows how quickly she is to change, going from sympathy for her sister‟s 
pet to poking fun at her sister. In this opening scene we are also introduced to her passion for 
science. She watches the experiment intently, and while she does care whether the bird will be 
safe, she cares more about the outcome of the experiment. I also believe Harriet doesn‟t believe 
her father would do anything to intentionally hurt the bird, but if the bird were to die I don‟t 
think she would cry about it either. 
       In the next scene with Harriet, Act I Scene i, she comes bounding in with Maria to speak 
with her father. She is telling him about how the riots are getting worse, but I think she really 
wants to show him their play they have been working on with the maid, Isobel. There are riots 
going on outside and therefore it isn‟t very safe for them outside, which I think is where all the 
play within the play business comes from. They must keep themselves entertained inside. It is 
also December in northern England and would be very cold outside. She comes in pleading with 
her father to do something, and instantly turns on her mother and snaps at her mother because 
she “accused him [Fenwick] of affectation, and you know how he loathes that.” (Script, 13) This 
sets up the relationship between Harriet and her parents. She is desperate for approval from her 
father, and could care less what her mother thinks.  
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 She asks her father to watch a rehearsal of their play so he can give his advice on the 
matter. He completely ignores her at first. He is too involved in his work, which just makes 
Harriet work even harder for his attention. Right after this, Susannah starts to dote on Harriet as a 
writer, which makes Harriet completely uncomfortable. While she wants her father‟s approval 
she does not like all of the attention, especially from her mother. It is completely foreign to her. 
However, I don‟t think she completely hates the attention either, she just doesn‟t know what to 
make of it. Roget saves her from her mother‟s doting by saying “perhaps Miss Fenwick prefers 
to hide her light at present” (Script 15), and Harriet is thankful.  
Maria turns to Harriet when questioned about the play‟s meaning to which Harriet 
replies, “it‟s a hymn to progress.” (Script 15) Harriet herself is a very progressive character. She 
wants to follow in her father‟s footsteps and has radical ideas regarding what she wants for her 
life. She will be Britannia in the play, who represents the future, and Maria will be Arcadia, who 
represents the past. Her play is based on William Browne‟s Britannia’s Pastorals. They are two 
different long poems written in 1613 and 1616, the third of which was never finished because 
Browne died. However the unfinished manuscript was published in 1852. An excerpt from these 
poems is included in Appendix E. When Maria keeps trying to explain the play Harriet gets 
frustrated because Maria doesn‟t know what she is talking about. Harriet doesn‟t want Roget and 
Armstrong to think she is a silly girl, or that it is a silly play. Harriet also mentions a steam hat 
she is working on for the first time. She uses this to try and get her father‟s attention, but does 
not succeed.   
However, when Harriet is questioned by Roget about the play she has trouble answering 
and is very annoyed with his questioning. She snaps at Armstrong for the second time. Harriet 
doesn‟t like Armstrong very much, partially because he is “patronizing” and because her father 
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doesn‟t like him very much either. Harriet‟s annoyance with Roget comes from her being 
annoyed with herself. She feels she has just looked stupid in front of everyone, and more 
importantly, in front of her father.  
Right after this, Harriet snaps at Isobel. This is an interesting relationship. If I had only 
read this scene I would think Harriet doesn‟t like Isobel, but I think in this first scene she is mad 
at herself and takes it out on Isobel. Isobel is a servant and someone whom Harriet can easily talk 
down to in order to make herself feel better. I find it ironic that Harriet tells Isobel, “some people 
are not meant to say anything of consequence” (Script 17) considering she is a woman in 1799 
and wants to have a career.  
Right after Harriet condemns Isobel, Fenwick asks for Isobel‟s approval, which is 
basically a slap in the face for Harriet. When Isobel answers the question eloquently, Harriet is 
shocked as is everyone else in the room. It takes everything she has not to blow up right then and 
there, but she cools off and asks her father again to watch the play. She is trying to get the ball 
back in her court, so to speak. When her father rejects the idea again this sends Harriet into a 
frenzy. She brings up everything she and Maria have done for her father, all of which she 
actually enjoyed doing, but still attempts to use against her father. Harriet also says they 
rehearsed the play because they thought he would look at it then. She reveals the true reason for 
her doing the play which is to get her father‟s attention. She does not fancy herself a writer, nor 
does she like literature very much, but she thought by doing the play she would get praise from 
her father. She finally explodes and tells her father she hates him. Of course this is not true and 
she says this in anger. She subsequently storms out of the room at this moment after being 
embarrassed by her sudden outburst. After she leaves, both Susannah and Maria comment on 
Harriet‟s temper. Susannah says that she goes from “sweet docility to murderous rage in the 
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course of a sentence” (Script 18), and Maria says “she has a ferocious temper, always has had.” 
(Script 18)  
Harriet is very short tempered. This is something I had to explore. I didn‟t want Harriet to 
come off as a brat. She is searching for some kind of affirmation. She desperately needs her 
father‟s approval and his love. She is willing to do anything to get it. I knew, at times, she would 
look like a brat, but as long as I could motivate the outburst, she wouldn‟t come off as one. 
When Harriet returns later in the scene she has calmed down and comes in apologetically 
to tell her father there are people in the kitchen. I imagine this happens a lot. Harriet explodes 
and after she has calmed down it is never discussed again.              
The next scene Harriet appears in is when they actually put on the play within the play at 
the beginning of Act II. She comes in with Maria and Isobel to set up for the play. Harriet is 
barking out instructions to both girls as they set up. Maria is trying to talk to Harriet about the 
color of her eyes and Harriet tries to dismiss her, but when Maria insists, Harriet attempts to 
calm her down.  
When everyone else enters Harriet tries to get them to leave as she isn‟t ready, and needs 
everything to be perfect. She tries very hard to control the situation around her. This becomes an 
ongoing theme of her life. Harriet likes to be in control and in charge which is difficult for a 
woman of this time period. She doesn‟t like to be subservient to anyone. After everyone enters, 
Maria announces that she can‟t do the play and Harriet swiftly takes her out of the room to 
discuss things.  
Upon Harriet and Maria‟s return, we discover they have been fighting about Edward. 
Harriet doesn‟t like Edward and finds him to be a fool. She refers to him as a “fool” two different 
times in the play. When Maria accuses Harriet of being jealous, Harriet quickly snaps back and it 
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is revealed she doesn‟t want to marry anyone. This is the first time we discover Harriet has no 
plans of marriage. This further establishes Harriet as a forward thinking woman. She doesn‟t 
want the typical life of a woman of the time. Her mother challenges this statement and Harriet 
quickly reiterates her views. Harriet keeps arguing with Susannah and Maria until her father 
stops her. It is only then when Harriet backs off that she and Maria sarcastically apologize to 
each other.  
Maria and Harriet are then asked to start the play. Harriet very quickly starts with self 
deprecation saying “it won‟t be very good” (Script 50). Also, she mentions the steam hat she has 
been working on again. She is still worked up and when Susannah and Maria question her she 
gets flustered. However, Maria backs off and the play begins. Harriet takes the play extremely 
seriously and Maria can barely remember her lines. At least that is the way our production 
interpreted this part. When everyone finds this funny, Harriet loses it lashing out at cast members 
and audience alike. Harriet is extremely disappointed in the response of the play. She saw this as 
a way to impress her father and instead is being laughed at by him and his friends. She finally 
lets her mother have it. She yells that she “doesn‟t want to write poetry” and that she “never had 
any desire to be a writer” like her mother wished. Her true desire is revealed; “I [Harriet] want to 
be a physician like Papa”. (Script 52) When her father doesn‟t say anything she leaves in a hurry 
completely mortified and hurt by what has just happened.  
This is a very important moment for Harriet. This desire to be something different from 
what society dictates is the genesis of her anger. One of the most tragic parts of Harriet‟s 
character is the world into which she was born. She has no desire to marry or be forced into a life 
she doesn‟t want. It is a radical thought for Harriet to want to be a physician. It was unheard of 
and a decision that would make her life more difficult. It also means that she would always be a 
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burden to her parents if she never married. I don‟t think Harriet fully understands the 
consequences of her actions. She is very much in that “in between” phase of life, of childhood 
and being an adult. She is getting to the age where the decisions she makes now will affect the 
rest of her life. Most girls her age at this time would be married or engaged. Harriet is struggling 
to be her own person and to have her own voice. Again, this is from where most of her outbursts 
derive. She thinks if anyone would be on her side it would be her father and he doesn‟t say 
anything.  
The next scene with Harriet is the climax of her play, Act II Scene iii. It isn‟t the climax 
of the play by any means, but it is a huge moment for her. Harriet comes barging in at the end of 
dinner with her steam hat on and steam coming from it. Everyone is delighted by the discovery 
she has made. She asks, “Papa? Are you proud of me?” (Script 60) When he says he is 
impressed, this is the affirmation for which she has been searching. Harriet‟s super objective is 
achieved; to win her father‟s approval. Her mother of course has no idea why she made the hat, 
and Fenwick quickly shuts Susannah up. This leads to Susannah verbally attacking Fenwick 
making the situation very awkward for everyone in the room. Harriet asks to be excused and 
Susannah says no, but eventually Fenwick urges Maria, Harriet, and the men out of the room. 
I made sketches of the hat and the process in which Harriet might have made the hat in 
1799. These sketches will be included in Appendix F.    
A few minutes later Maria and Harriet enter fighting. They are screaming at each other 
and pulling each other‟s hair. They apparently have been fighting about Edward. I think with 
Harriet receiving the approval she so desperately wanted from her father, she has found a new 
confidence in her choice to not marry and therefore feels justified in telling Maria how dumb she 
is about Edward. Susannah and Fenwick try to pull them off each other and Harriet yells at her 
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mother to get off. Fenwick tells Harriet to listen to her mother. This is something that has not 
happened before. Harriet has always been short with her mother and has never really been 
scolded by her father to stop, much less told to obey her. Harriet is shocked by this and can‟t 
even speak. Maria and Harriet are then ushered out of the room by their parents. 
Harriet is then onstage again when they discover Isobel hanging. Harriet doesn‟t say 
anything in this scene, but she is deeply affected by it. Harriet so desperately wants to be a 
physician, but she has never seen a dead body before, especially not one of someone she knows. 
Even though in the first scene Harriet scolds Isobel, she is still very close to her, and I believe 
she genuinely loves Isobel. Isobel wasn‟t just a maid to the family, but was a nanny and friend.  
The last scene of the play, Act II Scene v, is Isobel‟s funeral. They bring in the coffin and 
the first line is Harriet‟s “poor Isobel.” (Script 76) She feels sorry for her and is at a loss at what 
to say, which is new for Harriet. Maria asks her the time and Harriet says it “must be close to 
midnight” (Script 76), and then comforts her. Even though Maria and she fight, she really loves 
her. Maria and Harriet are referred to as the “heavenly twins” (Script 59), meaning they are very 
close. We decided that Maria was sixteen, which makes Harriet only three years older.  Because 
of their father‟s profession, I imagine they were the only ones with whom each other played. 
They didn‟t have much contact with other children their own age. Again this is another reason 
why they are so attached to Isobel. Though this is where the play ends, I think this incident really 
makes Harriet think about her decision to become a physician. I don‟t know what she chooses, 
but Isobel‟s death affects her deeply and makes a lasting impact on her life.   
Kate was the other character I played. This part of the play takes place in the same house, 
but in 1999 at the turn of the millennium. Her age, like Harriet‟s, is never mentioned. After 
discussions with Marshall we decided she was 28 due to her having a Master‟s in Genetics, and 
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her work on stem cell research. The relationship with Ellen is never fully defined, but based on 
the overall tone she uses when talking to Ellen, they are very familiar. We decided they were 
friends from graduate school. Ellen is fifteen years older than Kate and Kate has been sent by her 
company to try and convince Ellen to take a job with them. In fact, that is Kate‟s super objective 
for the play; to convince Ellen to work for her company, which she ultimately succeeds in doing. 
I imagined Kate visiting Ellen and Tom periodically throughout the year for holidays as a result 
of this friendship. 
 The first time we see Kate she is on the phone with her boss in Act I Scene ii. She is 
talking to him about Ellen taking the job with their company. She lets Ellen know “they have to 
know by New Year‟s Eve.” (Script 24) This establishes Kate‟s objective and the time of year. 
She asks if she has talked to Tom, Ellen‟s husband, about the situation. This provides an 
additional urgency to the super objective. When Phil, a building surveyor, is introduced to Kate 
she leaves the room to make tea. 
Kate enters later in the scene with tea and whiskey. The fact that Kate is comfortable 
enough to make tea in Ellen‟s house suggests the familiarity of their relationship. They aren‟t 
acquaintances, they are friends. Phil instantly asks her if she believes in spontaneous combustion. 
Kate puts an end to this conversation abruptly and moves on to serve the tea. Kate at that 
moment has already written Phil off as being not very smart. At least, not at the same level she 
and Ellen are on intellectually.  
Ellen mentions selling the house and Kate tells her she doesn‟t have to. Then an argument 
ensues between the two about the job. Ellen brings up Tom, and Kate says it isn‟t Tom‟s 
decision. At this moment we don‟t know Kate‟s relationship status, but it definitely suggests she 
isn‟t married and that Kate makes decisions for herself without regard to anyone else. Through 
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this argument we also see the first signs of Ellen‟s hesitation to take the job based on ethical 
ramifications. When Ellen calls Kate young, Kate becomes very defensive. Even though Kate is 
younger than Ellen, she is a driven individual. She has a lot of success for a young person and 
doesn‟t like to be reminded of how young she is. Kate will not apologize for her age, and doesn‟t 
feel she needs to. Her age doesn‟t stop her from speaking her mind and telling people they are 
wrong.  
Kate makes fun of Ellen for calling her dilemma an ethical crisis. Ellen says Kate has 
“never had an ethical crisis in her life”. (Script 31) Kate doesn‟t see any problem with their 
research. This is when we find out the nature of the research. At this time stem cell research was 
just starting to be debated. Ellen has figured out a way to use pre-embryos to discover problems 
in the fetus, which Kate is trying to explain to Phil. Phil‟s constant challenging of this 
information frustrates Kate. She isn‟t exactly sure how to phrase it so he can understand the 
implications. One thing that was important in creating the character of Kate was to not make her 
come off as an elitist or, for lack of a better word, a bitch. While she might think Phil isn‟t the 
smartest person, she does want him to understand their research and tries really hard to make him 
see her point of view. If she can convince Phil their work is necessary then there is hope the 
world will too. We also see Kate‟s passion for what she does. She truly thinks what she is doing 
will help humanity. It will move genetics into the twentieth-century, simultaneously curing 
people of disease.  
Phil mentions he had an uncle who was a manic depressive and was “magic”, but Kate 
challenges him by asking what happened to his uncle. When Phil says he killed himself Kate 
feels she has won the argument. She isn‟t trying to be cold; she is trying to prove a point. Tom 
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then enters and tells them about the bones that have been found in the basement. This is a very 
curious thing for Kate to hear. This also ties the two centuries together.  
In the next scene with Kate, Act II Scene ii, the audience gets to see the lighter side of 
her. She comes in and instantly jokes with Tom about bonding with Phil. She is also very matter 
of fact when she gives the explanation about what happened to the body they found. There is also 
a line alluding to Kate having been in a relationship. She says, “they had to dig up an old 
cemetery near us”. (Script 56) The “us” suggests she lives with someone. Based on everything 
else said in the play I came to the conclusion Kate is in a serious relationship, but she isn‟t 
anywhere near committing to marrying. She is very independent, and I‟m not sure she would 
ever marry or have kids. However, she is still only 28, so her focus might change. But right now 
she is very focused on her career.  
When Kate walks into the room in Act II Scene iv, Ellen is talking about Kate. Firstly, 
Kate walks in with wine. I think it says something about Kate that in two out of three scenes she 
walks in with alcohol. I don‟t think it suggests she is an alcoholic, but I think Kate likes to have a 
good time. She isn‟t uptight. She also likes to make sure everyone around is taken care of and 
likes to be the “host,” even if it isn‟t her house. She also likes to be in charge. Ellen suggests 
Kate sees science as value free and morally neutral. I think there is some truth in this statement. I 
don‟t think Kate is without values, but I think she is very willing to make certain sacrifices for 
the sake of helping science progress. She says she wouldn‟t kill or murder, but she is definitely 
willing to push the envelope. The entire banter she has with Tom reinforces her hope for the 
future. She accuses Tom of living in the past and in order to move forward society is going to 
have to make sacrifices. Not everything is black and white.  
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On the surface Kate can appear to be a flat character, rigid and amoral, but as I dug 
deeper into her character I found her to be complex. There is a definite humanity to her. Also, 
you can‟t play a bitch, because she doesn‟t think she is a bitch in real life. Everything she 
believes is completely justified by her actions and she isn‟t going to apologize for her beliefs. 
Kate is also everything Harriet wants to be, but can‟t.        
 
Creating the Role 
 
“The foundation of acting is the reality of doing.” – Sanford Meisner 
 
In creating the roles of Harriet and Kate I first wanted to look at them separately, as if 
they were two characters from different plays. I started with the given circumstances and went 
from there. Generally speaking, I knew Harriet was nineteen and Kate was twenty-eight. Harriet 
longs to be a physician, and Kate is a scientist. We were in the year 1799 with Harriet and 1999 
with Kate. Harriet was a victim of her status and could never escape the role expected of women 
in her time period, while Kate had the world at her fingertips.  
 I worked first on the mannerisms of both characters. The different time periods greatly 
influenced my movement on stage. Harriet‟s movements were more reserved and if she used 
hand gestures at all they were broad and very purposeful. Anne Bogart defines topography as 
“the landscape, the floor pattern, the design we create in movement through space.” (Bogart, 11)  
Harriet‟s topography was circular and round. Movements were grander and she tended to walk in 
more of an arc, except the two instances when she storms out of the room. One specific 
movement that I remember doing was when Susannah started to dote on Harriet, I grabbed my 
dress and started playing with it out of discomfort. It just happened naturally one night during 
rehearsal and Marshall, the director, said he wanted me to keep it, and then I started finding key 
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moments in the play to do this. Another Harriet trait was to stand with her hands clasped in front 
of her. The time period also dictated that when Harriet was sitting I needed to cross my ankles.  
 After figuring out the mannerisms of Harriet, I then started playing with how she relates 
to others onstage. The only person Harriet touches is her sister, Maria. She touches her to 
comfort her and Maria is the only person in the play Harriet feels comfortable enough to touch. 
There are times when her parents touch her, but it is always initiated by her parents. I don‟t think 
it is because she is completely uncomfortable with them, but more out of respect for them. She 
definitely never touches Armstrong or Roget, and there is never any contact with Isobel either.  
 On the other hand, Kate uses her hands to talk, which made her very contemporary. She 
put her hands on her hips and sat crossed-legged. Her gestures were more sporadic and less 
purposeful than Harriet‟s. While Kate still walked with purpose, her pacing was slower than that 
of Harriet. Kate also talks about how cold it is in the house which affects her movements. Kate 
was definitely closer to my actual mannerisms than Harriet.     
 Kate never makes contact with anyone onstage. This isn‟t because she is a cold person, 
but because there is no one in the play with which she would have that kind of relationship. Ellen 
would be the only character with which she might have this relationship, but there is never a 
point in the play for us to see this. 
The other big part of differentiating characters was through their speech patterns and 
inflections. Both were done in standard British dialects. However, I tried to distinguish between 
the two by changing the rate, duration, and pitch. Harriet was slightly higher pitched than Kate. 
Harriet‟s speech also had elongated vowels. Kate clipped along with her speech. I also chose 
specific words to say differently in the same accent. For example, Harriet said “idear” and Kate 
said “idea”. The difference is slight, but it helped me to develop their speech separately while 
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still doing the same accent. Harriet‟s speech was slightly more on the winey side. I didn‟t want 
her to be winey, but this was an attempt to make her younger. 
When the costumes were added, they changed a few things. I talked a lot with Mignon, 
the costume designer, about the costumes before actually wearing them. In talking with her we 
discussed character and made sure we were on the same page. I also was lucky enough to be able 
to talk to her on a weekly basis about what was going on in rehearsal. After discussing what my 
hair would actually be able to do, we decided to wig Harriet and to have me straighten my 
naturally curly hair. This gave me the freedom to possibly play with Kate‟s hair, but it also 
meant I couldn‟t touch Harriet‟s hair. This also meant that Natalie, who played Maria, and I 
would have to be careful during the fight with the wig. 
Harriet‟s costumes had the greatest influence on my physicality. The way the skirts 
billowed really made the exits more dramatic, while forcing a quickening of pace. The biggest 
difference came in wearing the various hats coupled with the wig. The struggle began first with 
the helmet for Britannia. The helmet kept falling off. We fixed it, but it still would shift on my 
head requiring careful physicality in the play within the play. The steam hat was top heavy. Due 
to this, it caused me to be restricted in my movements. When Harriet comes in, it is joyous and 
funny, but after, the scene shifts and the focus isn‟t on Harriet anymore. I had to be careful 
because the hat would shift if I turned my head causing me to look at the floor during that scene. 
I tried to look at Maria upstage, but that required me to move my entire body so I stopped 
because I thought it would pull focus in a negative way.  The adjustments needed ended up being 
minimal and added value to the characterization.  
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 The costumes for Kate didn‟t really force much change. The coat was only a little 
restrictive, but it didn‟t change anything for me. The only concern I had was sitting on the table 
with the skirt on, but once I rehearsed in it everything was fine.  
Super Objective 
“From the super down to the smallest, our lives are full of objectives pursued.”- Robert Barton 
My character‟s super-objectives were also very different from each other. Harriet wants 
to win her father‟s love and approval and Kate wants Ellen to take the job with her company. 
Harriet is desperate to prove herself to her father. If she does this she has hope of possibly 
becoming a physician. If she doesn‟t achieve this, she will either have to get married, or she will 
become a spinster and end up living with her sister the rest of her life. By the end of the play 
Harriet has achieved her super-objective. However, her fate is still undetermined. She finally 
receives her father‟s praise, but the play ends before we know the outcome of Harriet‟s desire to 
be a physician. 
Kate wants Ellen to come work for her company because she believes Ellen and her team 
can help bring science into the twenty-first century. Kate‟s research is extremely important to her 
and she will do almost anything to continue it. However, without Ellen she cannot do this. Kate 
also gets what she wants at the end of the play. Her success at achieving her super-objective is 
more definite than Harriet‟s. Ellen will come and continue her research with Kate‟s company. 
Both succeed in their super-objectives, but how they go about achieving this is very different.  
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Rehearsal Journal 
Monday, September 13, 2010 
Auditions Day 1 
Today we had the first round of auditions for Air Pump. I think it went pretty well. We 
just had to do two contrasting monologues. I did one from another Shelagh Stephenson play, The 
Silence of Water and one from Eugene O‟Neill‟s Beyond the Horizon. Marshall asked us to do a 
British accent with our first monologue, and then to try it in our Scottish. That was actually a 
little tricky and I asked if I could do the Scottish with my second because I kept going back into 
British. All and all it was very short. 
 
Tuesday, September 14, 2010 
Call-Backs 
Day two of auditions; callbacks. Even though I know I have to be cast because it‟s my 
thesis and all the parts are really good, I still was a little nervous at auditions. I read for Harriet 
first, which was a little weird because I didn‟t see myself as that role. Who would play my 
mother? I read all the other parts too, except Isobel, which I found a little weird. Who knows 
though? I guess I will find out very soon. 
 
So, about two hours after auditions the cast list was sent to us via e-mail. I am playing 
Harriet/Kate. Never saw that coming. My mother is three years younger than me in real life. 
Completely ironic. I will say I am very excited to play two characters. I think this is the role I 
would play professionally. I just didn‟t see myself being cast as this because I wasn‟t sure who 
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would play my mother. I am extremely excited about the rest of the cast! Awesome group of 
actors and people I thoroughly enjoy. The fight between Natalie and me will be hilarious!!!! 
 
Monday, September 20, 2010 
Read-Through 
First day of rehearsal and the first read-through were tonight. It went fantastically! It truly 
is a very talented cast and I think it will be an amazing show. We also saw some of Mignon‟s 
costume renderings. They look absolutely amazing and I can‟t wait to put things on! Marshall 
showed the model of the set that Kevin built and it looks really cool. A few first impressions of 
my characters are that Harriet is a bit of a brat, and Kate is a bit of a know it all. These are both 
negative things so I am definitely going to have to get underneath both of these characters and 
figure out why they are the way they are, and what other qualities they possess. We are doing 
table talk and dialect work the rest of the week. I can‟t wait for table talk. It‟s one of my favorite 
nights of rehearsal. 
 
Tuesday, September 21, 2010 
Day 1 of Table Talk 
Tonight we did table talk for Act I. These are some things I wrote down from it: 
 Harriet 
 Harriet is older than Maria 
 Not sure on how old she is yet 
 Progressive- wants a career 
 Doesn‟t want to get married 
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 Younger girl in painting 
 Sense of mystery in eyes of girl in painting 
 Wants to experiments and discover 
 Prologue 
o Relationship established 
o Banter between her and Maria 
 Live in Newcastle 
 Affectation- behavior or speech that is designed to impress 
 Scene 1 
o Doesn‟t really want to do the play 
o Roget very encouraging of us 
o Doesn‟t get Maria, she is so different from her so it causes tension 
o Susannah tries to control her 
o Seeks approval from her father 
Kate 
 Geneticist- research what that really means 
 Late 20s? 
 Old colleague of Ellen‟s 
 There is a familiarity with Ellen and a love for her 
 Like modern day Armstrong 
 How long has Phil been working on the house? How familiar is she with him? 
 How long has she been there? The weekend? 
 Visits Tom and Ellen about 4-5 times a year 
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 Has been sent by company to persuade Ellen to take the job. 
I still have a lot of questions about both characters, but tonight I think I am really starting 
to hear their two different voices. It was also great to be able to discuss our characters openly 
with the rest of the cast. We could really see if we were on the same page in developing our 
relationships to one another. We also got a quick dialect workshop. “It‟s like a party is happening 
in the front of your mouth.” -Tim O‟ Neal 
 
Wednesday, September 22, 2010 
Day 2 of Table Talk 
Tonight was Act II table work. I didn‟t take nearly as many notes, but I think I am 
starting to understand these characters better.  
 Harriet 
 Act II starts with the next day 
 Very rebellious 
 Look up Britannia and Arcadia 
 Finally gets approval from father 
 “Chum-ley” for Chamondley. 
Kate 
 Fighting with Tom is interesting.  
That‟s all I wrote during the talk. I think Harriet is going to be a challenge because I 
don‟t want her to become a whining baby, and I don‟t want Kate to come off as a heartless bitch 
either. After the readings Marshall said that he wants me to lighten up Kate a bit and I agree. 
Tomorrow is dialect work, thankfully, so the accent can become second nature. 
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Friday, September 24, 2010 
Dialect Work 
 We did dialect work tonight and it really helped. We were able to go through the entire 
script and figure out any weird pronunciations. We decided on certain pronunciations for words 
as a group so we would have a cohesive dialect. We were handed some worksheets to use that I 
think will be very helpful. Oh, and we need headshots and bios! 
 
Monday, September 27, 2010 
Blocking Begins 
 First day of blocking! Today we blocked the prologue and the first half of scene 1. I kept 
stumbling over lines with Harriet. I think I need to slow all of her stuff down. She is going to be 
hard to crack. I talked with Marshall afterward and he doesn‟t want her temper tantrums to be too 
young. (We still haven‟t settled on an age, which I think once we do it will help.) The problem I 
am having now though is that everyone reacts to my outbursts and talks about how I go from one 
extreme to the other, so I‟m trying to find a happy medium, but it is proving a little difficult. I 
have noticed that it‟s really hard for me to act when I have a book in my hand. Some of my other 
cast members are good at this, but I am definitely not. It takes a little work for me to feel natural 
on stage. I am not sure if this because of my character or just me. I think it is just me.  
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Tuesday, September 28, 2010 
Some Food for Thought 
 Tonight I tackled Kate for a brief moment. I think I say about five lines in the part that we 
blocked. It is the first time we see Kate though so it is very important. It establishes the 
relationship between Kate and Ellen right off the bat. 
Harriet 
 Goes from 0-90 in two seconds (have to see her go from 0-90 in that moment) 
 Similar relationship between her and Maria and me and Mary, my younger sister in 
real life, especially around that age. I always have loved Mary, but for a long time we 
didn‟t get along because we are just two different people. I have always known what I 
wanted and she has always been trying to find herself, and I didn‟t accept that for a 
while so we would bicker a lot. I also think I can unfairly be hard on her for no 
reason. (Why is she hard on her?) 
 Very rebellious with her parents. I don‟t think that I am to that degree, but I definitely 
have always done what I wanted to do. My mom wanted me to study music and I 
wanted to study theatre. (explore more the relationship with mother)  
 Has a desire to impress people. I am always looking for others to affirm me and I 
think Harriet is too. Even with the play. Although she says it isn‟t any good and that 
she doesn‟t want to do it. I think secretly she does, and she wants the others to like it 
and tell her she did a good job. (how I felt when I first got here with not being cast 
first semester) 
 Isn‟t very good with praise from her mother and she finds it slightly embarrassing. I 
do too when my mom brags on me in public to people I don‟t know. Even though 
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secretly I want the praise, I can still find it very uncomfortable. (not receiving praise 
from who she wants; Armstrong, Roget and father)  
Kate 
 Doesn‟t apologize for her age. Just because she is younger than Ellen doesn‟t mean 
she won‟t give her opinion which she of course thinks is right. I am very guilty of 
this.  (always trying to prove herself to everyone because of her age) 
 Very work oriented, she socializes but she let‟s what she does define her and I think I 
do the same thing. (can put it away but always in the back of her mind. Is she gay?) 
 Wants everyone to have good time. I mean even though she doesn‟t live there she still 
is offering drinks and including everyone. (can‟t give up control easily)  
 Gets defensive, I‟m the same (find it textually) 
 Passionate (what is her ultimate goal? Nobel prize? Does she seek fame and fortune? 
How much is enough?) 
Research Arcadia and Britannia. Why does she choose that play and why does she choose 
to play Britannia? 
 
Monday, October 4, 2010 
Questions with Marshall 
 Questions with Marshall is the time Marshall and I spent after rehearsal asking each other 
questions and discussing the play. Today was a pretty short rehearsal. We blocked Scene ii of 
Act I. It went very fast. It feels a little awkward, but I think that is because I was trying to move 
furniture with my script in my hand. I‟m still struggling with Harriet and temper tantrums. They 
happen almost every time I am on stage and in a scene. I discussed my question with Marshall 
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tonight and I think we were able to discover some things about my character. I think what we 
found will help with the outburst. He gave me some really nice feedback on some of my traits. 
The only thing that struck me as odd was he asked if Kate was gay. He said he doesn‟t know the 
answer, but just some food for thought. I had never entertained the idea, but it did give me 
something to think about. I‟m not real sure, I know she doesn‟t have a boyfriend, but I feel like 
gay or not she would totally be into one night stands. She does talk about not understanding why 
Ellen is so tied to what Tom thinks, but that could just be her being young and naïve to what is 
takes to sustain a relationship. This is all things I need to explore more textually. I think Marshall 
and I are going to get very personal when we start working acting because he does know me so 
well. This frightens and excites me. It frightens me because I think I will have to come face to 
face with a few things about myself that maybe I don‟t want to deal with, but it excites me 
because I think it will really help my performance. I have only ever worked with a director as a 
colleague on this scale once in Much Ado About Nothing, but even then I never had the 
extensive discussions about my character as I am having now. I feel like with Marshall we are 
able to collaborate more as artist to artist and not teacher to student, which is the relationship I 
am accustomed to. Marshall gave me my new question for the day. Why does Harriet choose to 
base her play on Britannia‟s Pastorals and why does she choose to play Britannia? I will admit I 
have been bad and don‟t really know the story yet. I will be researching that tonight and 
discussing it with Marshall tomorrow? I have thought of a question for Marshall. What is 
Shelagh Stephenson trying to say with this play? We had discussed this a little bit during the 
read, but I wanted a more thorough answer. 
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Tuesday, October 5, 2010 
More Blocking 
We blocked Act II Scenes ii and iii. I am not in a lot of that, but some very important 
things happen for Harriet in those scenes. She finally gets the smoke hat to work which is a huge 
accomplishment for her, and is able to impress her father. We didn‟t actually block the fight 
between Natalie and me. David Hoover is coming in to do that at a later date, so that part was a 
little awkward. I think things are progressing nicely. This cast really seems to get along. Oh 
Sarah Klocke, our assistant director, blocked one of the scenes tonight. I was not in the scene, 
but I think she did a good job with it, Go Sarah! I also had a discussion with Mignon about 
costumes. I brought her a couple of tops to look at and she liked the plum-colored top. I also 
tried on a mock-up she had ready. I saw the fabric that she is using for my dress and I am very 
excited about it. It is going to be gorgeous. I think I might end up wearing a wig for Harriet, so I 
don‟t know if my hair will be straight or curly for Kate. I think straight might be easier. Chris, 
the props builder, came into tonight to see if I could hold the shield, which I can and it looks 
awesome! It is actually pretty light. Not a lot of acting went on tonight for my part. My book 
keeps getting in the way. Off book on Monday for Act I. I am excited!  
So Marshall and I talked after rehearsal as we usually do. We talked about the 
significance of Britannia meets Arcadia. The idea stems from the poet William Browne‟s 
Britannia‟s Pastorals. The idea of the play the girls put on mirrors the themes of Air Pump. 
Future versus past is one of many dual themes in the play and Britannia and Arcadia represent 
just that. Harriet chooses to play Britannia because it represents the future and progress, two 
things that Harriet herself personifies, and Maria plays Arcadia which is past and ideal. We also 
discussed more about Harriet‟s reasons for not wanting to get married. Does Harriet fully 
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understand the ramifications of this and if she does, does she even care? I haven‟t quite answered 
that one yet. I have ordered Britannia‟s Pastorals so I can actually sit down and study the poetry. 
Marshall‟s new question for me was what steps does Harriet go through to get the final product 
of the smoke hat? How many experiments does she try and what are they? Also, why does she 
want to make a smoke hat? This will definitely take some time to think about because I am not 
scientifically able at all. I‟m going to have to use some imagination on this one.         
 
Monday, October 11, 2010 
Off Book Act I 
 Tonight was our first night to be off book for Act I, and it was interesting. Some actors 
were definitely better than others. I was off book for the most part; I really just kept messing up 
with cue lines. That‟s really all we did with rehearsal tonight. One more week until we are off 
book for Act II! Britannia‟s Pastorals came in the mail today and it is going to be incredibly hard 
to read. It‟s in old English and a lot of the letter characters are changed.  
Marshall and I talked after rehearsal and he gave me a few notes from the run. He said I needed 
to motivate my blocking more. I agree, although I wasn‟t really thinking about that tonight. I was 
just trying to get the blocking and lines right, so really I just gave line readings tonight. Marshall 
liked my chance when Susannah is doting on me. I was fiddling with my skirt at that point. (I 
made a physical choice there, I didn‟t have lines.) We are going to clean up some of my blocking 
because Marshall has me downstage a lot which is forcing me to upstage myself at points. He 
also wants Kate not to cross her legs at the ankle. He wants her to not cross her legs or cross 
them fully. He thinks crossing at the ankles is too young. More character choices will come as I 
discover them over the course of rehearsal. Tomorrow we are running Act II.  
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 Tuesday, October 12, 2010 
Run of Act II 
 The run of Act II was interesting. I felt like half the time I was acting and half the time I 
was just going through the motions because we are still on book for this act. Marshall kind of 
called me out on this, and then I was asked to go and circle all of my punctuation in the script. I 
don‟t know why that annoyed me so much. I think because that is such a basic thing, and I hadn‟t 
done it yet so it just annoyed me that I had to be told. Either way it is something I need to do so I 
will do it for tomorrow.  
 
Wednesday, October 13, 2010 
Frustration 
 Tonight we worked the Prologue and Scene i of the first Act. I think it went pretty well. I 
felt good about some of the choices I made for Harriet. Marshall and I talked during one of the 
breaks. We discussed my exit right after she has said “I hate you.” He wants me to change the 
intent of the line. We had a little disagreement about that part. I understand what Marshall is 
trying to say, but I am having a hard time motivating this within the given circumstances of the 
show. Right after I leave Susannah says that I am “given to rages” so I feel like she has to have a 
temper tantrum, not a full blown tantrum, but a slight one. Marshall pointed out the time period 
and how she wouldn‟t normally talk to her father like this, and I agree; still struggling with it 
though. I think I will just have to play with it a few ways and try different tactics. Right now the 
action I have been using is to accuse, perhaps I should try to guilt, actually that doesn‟t work 
there, maybe to accuse is the right action, but yelling is the wrong delivery. I need to fix my 
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second entrance. She has just told her father she hates him, not that she meant it at all, so she 
needs to be maybe a little timid when she enters to talk to her father. Definitely have some things 
to think about before we run this scene again tomorrow. All in all though I thought it was a really 
good rehearsal. I am very glad to be working on moment to moment now!!! 
 
Thursday, October 14, 2010 
Better Night 
 At the beginning of rehearsal we ran the Prologue and Act I scene i. It felt a lot better 
than last night. Marshall said he liked my build and to keep working on it. Then we worked the 
second scene. Marshall gave me some good notes for the scene.   
 
 I‟m Sorry- more of a, are you serious delivery. 
 Pour whiskey into the glass at the beginning of the line “It‟s after five…” don‟t even 
give him a chance to say no 
 More playful with “So don‟t then” 
 “That‟s what I keep saying.” More shocked that Phil had the same idea as me. 
 On Ellen‟s line “You‟re fifteen years younger…” how does that effect me? Pissed? 
Annoyed?  
 “Ethical crisis” Really? 
 Run over the line “we use them in our research…” 
 “Anyway my company”…let‟s get back on track guys 
 “It‟s like a new map…” explain like he is stupid because he kind of is. 
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 On Phil‟s line “My uncle Stan…” really listen to what he says…it‟s ridiculous…so glad 
we kept him around. 
 
Those were all the notes he gave me while we were working. Kate seems to be coming 
along though. I think I just need to flesh her out more, make her more human and likable. I am 
off until Monday!! 
 
Monday, October 18, 2010 
Costumes are Amazing 
Tonight we worked Act II Scene i. This is really a big scene for Harriet. She completely 
stands up to her mother and she explodes in this scene. So, for starters we did a line through and 
were very silly. We laughed at just about everything and it seemed like it might be one of those 
nights, but after we got all the giggles out we were able to get down to business. Harriet has a 
nice moment when she finally stands up to Susannah right before she leaves. We changed some 
of the blocking a little bit so it makes more sense now. I didn‟t have my shield and spear so I‟m 
sure some things will change when I get both. All in all it was a good rehearsal. Tomorrow we 
are working the rest of the Act. On a side note, my costumes look great!!! Thank you, 
Mignon!!!! I‟m so excited to wear them!! 
 
Tuesday, October 19, 2010 
Best Hat Ever 
We were supposed to start with the fight, but David was sick so we weren‟t able to block 
it. We did work the first 1999 scene and the scene where I wear the chimney hat. Chris brought 
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the hat and it is awesome! It doesn‟t have smoke yet, but it will soon…hopefully. I think in the 
scene where Harriet comes on with the hat, she redeems herself from the previous scene. I‟m not 
being negative with my character, but I think before that she might come off a little spoiled and 
bratty. However, when we see how happy she is her father approves I think the audience will 
finally have the realization she does everything to try and get him to affirm her. We were 
supposed to go through the rest of Act II, but didn‟t make it. So we will pick up where we left off 
tomorrow. 
 
Wednesday, October 20, 2010 
Are we ever going to fight? 
I didn‟t do too much in rehearsal tonight. We did the rest of the Act. David wasn‟t able to 
come to rehearsal again tonight so we weren‟t able to block the fight between Maria and me. We 
did the final scene between Tom, Ellen and Kate, but since not everyone was completely off 
book, working it was a little futile, so more or less we just ran it. The hanging is going to be 
super creepy though. I think I am starting to find Kate‟s sense of humor a little more. It is a little 
dry, but it‟s there. I definitely don‟t want her to come off as a cold-hearted bitch. That‟s 
Armstrong‟s job. Marshall gave us the schedule for the next few days. Hopefully, we will be able 
to hammer out some things during this time, and I‟ll be able to try some different things with my 
characters. I think by the end of this weekend I want to have finished scoring my script, all of 
which is subject to change, of course. It will at least give me a starting place now that we have a 
solid skeleton for the play. I need to remind myself to print out a new copy of the script.   
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Thursday, October 21, 2010 
Fight Choreography  
Tonight we blocked the fight between Maria and Harriet. It is going to be awesome!!!!! 
That‟s all I did at rehearsal tonight. I was able to leave after that, so I went home and worked on 
lines and actions. Tomorrow we are working two of my bigger scenes so that will be nice. 
 
Friday, October 22, 2010 
Play Within a Play 
We ran the play scene. I did something wrong and Marshall told me sarcastically to 
remember his notes, which he then apologized for after rehearsal. I guess he thought I was mad, I 
really just found it funny more than anything. The play is coming along. Tonight I actually had 
the shield and triton. They are heavier than I thought. Now I poke Natalie with the triton at one 
part. It‟s very silly and funny. I have also discovered I really like being on stage with Natalie (not 
that I ever didn‟t like being onstage with her). I have discovered though I can really throw 
anything at her and totally trust her to use it and react to it. It‟s very nice to be able to totally trust 
someone like that. I‟ve noticed I can do that with some others, but I have a lot of stuff with 
Natalie and every time I change something or give her a look she is right there with me. A note 
from Sarah was to use my papa as my motivation to leave the scene. I look to him for 
reassurance and when I don‟t get it, I leave. We then were supposed to run scene ii from Act I, 
but I guess it wasn‟t going well before I enter, and Marshall called rehearsal. I did the first part 
of the scene and then exited when I‟m supposed to, and when I came back on, Marshall stopped 
rehearsal about three lines after I re-entered. So I don‟t think it was me, but I guess I can‟t be 
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sure. I feel like Marshall would have talked to me if it had been something I did. He said we 
would work the scene another time, and to go back and look over the scene.  
 
Monday, October 25, 2010 
Hangings and Buttons Galore! 
In rehearsal we ran the hanging. We changed a little of the blocking and an entrance. 
That‟s all I had for rehearsal tonight. Oh, and Michael, take off the damn button 
bracelet!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! (Michael has this button bracelet that he has been wearing and it keeps 
getting caught in Rebecca‟s hair during the hanging scene.) 
 
Tuesday, October 26, 2010 
Full Run 
 We did a full run tonight. Marshall had some people come in to watch, including Beau 
and David. We were given dialect notes after, and now I am extremely tired, so I am going to 
bed. Although it is worth mentioning that tonight felt very off for me. I don‟t know if it is 
because we hadn‟t done some of the scenes in a long time or what, but it just felt a little weird 
tonight. Good night.  
 
Wednesday, October 27, 2010 
Transitions 
Tonight we took care of all the transitions. So we didn‟t work any acting, but we were 
able to figure out who is bringing on what and everything like that. We also worked with the 
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costumes tonight. I don‟t have a dresser, but I don‟t think I need one. Tomorrow we will do a 
stop and go run, and work things.   
 
Thursday, October 28, 2010 
Run and Work 
Tonight was a run and work night. We didn‟t actually make it through the entire play so 
tomorrow we will pick up from where we left off. I‟m still struggling with trying to make Harriet 
and Kate different. I know they are written differently, but I‟m nervous they will both come off 
bitchy and I don‟t want that to happen. I‟m trying to lighten Kate up a bit, and with Harriet I 
think her rants and outburst come from a place of hurt not anger. I think this will help an 
audience be more sympathetic towards her instead of just writing her off as winey.  
 
Friday, October 29, 2010 
Finishing Business 
We finished the run and work, and then did a speed through. This definitely helped a lot 
of the timing issues. No one, including me, had time to be self-indulgent. Lines are coming along 
nicer for everyone, thank goodness!! We have tech coming up, and those who have quick 
changes will be working with costume pieces tomorrow during tech. 
 
Saturday, October 30, 2010 
Tech Rehearsal 
First tech went pretty smoothly, all things considered. I think we are still working out 
some cues, but for the most part it was fairly simple thanks to all the work before actors arrived. 
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I love, love, love all of the costumes!!!! Mignon is a genius! All the transitions are super easy for 
me. I might need a little help with some of the changes, but nothing that I can‟t deal with. I am 
very glad we decided to wig Harriet though, because there is no way on earth I could have gone 
from 1799 hairstyle to a 1999 hairstyle. This also gives us the opportunity to give Kate straight 
hair, which Mignon and I both agree we would have. It makes her seem a little more put 
together. Almost everything I am wearing as Kate is something I own (or bought for the show 
because I wanted it after), except for the coat, which don‟t be surprised if it goes missing after 
the run! It fits perfectly, and looks so good!!  
 
Monday, November 1, 2010 
First Dress 
First Dress Rehearsal!!!!! Tonight was a little bumpy. I have also discovered in the opening 
tableau, if I don‟t make sure to stand with my feet shoulder width apart, I will never make it. I 
thought my back was going to scream at Caleigh to go faster with her monologue, not because 
she was taking too long, just because my back hurt. My fight with Natalie is starting to get 
ridiculous and awesome! I‟m still making some new discoveries with both characters, and 
Marshall gave a few notes for me to try tomorrow. Okay, so my two hats are a bit of a problem. 
The Britannia one wants to keep falling off, and the smoke hat starts to hurt after about a minute. 
They also limit my head movement in both scenes. I don‟t think it is anything I can‟t handle, but 
it does change some things for me. In the scene with the smoke hat I now definitely cannot look 
around because the hat will probably fall off to the side and be comical; not what we are going 
for while Susannah is yelling at Fenwick. I now just look down at my wine glass that may or 
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may not have wine in it, depending on how drunk Susannah is feeling that night. We open in 
three days!!! Can‟t wait!!! 
Notes from tonight: 
 Dialect Notes 
o At All 
o Watch O‟s, don‟t change them 
 LOUDER!!!! 
 Get your faces up 
 Drive the play!!!!! 
 “Oh that” catch up on conversation, then dismiss 
 Use cup to warm hands 
 Don‟t stress fuck, but don‟t swallow it either 
 Sit up straight when sitting on table 
 Motivate blocking when crossing around table 
 Raise visor on helmet 
 Sit up straight 
 Blow out candles when coffin is set down 
 
Tuesday, November 2, 2010 
Second Dress 
 Everything is really coming together!! The play was always fun, but now it is really fun 
to do!! I feel like we have grown so much as a cast. Now we just need an audience in the worst 
way. There aren‟t any more laughs, just writing. There is the occasional chuckle, but that is it. I 
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did change the “Oh that” line which seemed to amuse Sarah a bit. The hats are still problematic. 
We also messed up the smoke tonight. It didn‟t want to go out. I think I ran out too soon and they 
didn‟t have time to blow it out, so it was on fire and there was tons of smoke. It made PJ cough a 
bit and made the whole beginning of that scene quite comical for everyone on stage. The 
Britannia is getting better though, which is good. And now time for some rest. One more 
rehearsal!! 
Notes from tonight: 
 Different tactic on “now that you‟ve established that” 
 Take moment to realize papa noticed-he is interested 
 Don‟t lean over table in Scene i 
 Butter her up with “Ellen is a brilliant scientist” 
 More annoyed with Phil 
 Speed up play within a “She wasn‟t murdered” 
 
Wednesday, November 3, 2010 
Final Dress!!! 
 Last rehearsal went…well, it went. No it went fine. I just had a big mishap with my hat. 
So they changed the front of the helmet and now it just doesn‟t fit at all with the wig on. We will 
have to pin it. It fell off during the play and broke. Whoops! It should be getting fixed tomorrow. 
I tried something different with the play within the play and it didn‟t work at all! Oh well, that‟s 
what rehearsal is for and I failed gloriously! I also had to take padding out of the smoke hat, 
which makes it hurt in the front, but oh well. There isn‟t much I can do about that. Other than 
that, I think we are absolutely ready for tomorrow! This has been an amazing process, and I have 
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fully enjoyed working with this cast and crew! They are a very talented bunch! I could not have 
asked for a better thesis experience. Good night! Tomorrow is going to rock! 
Notes from tonight: 
 Dialect 
o sEntiments 
o Bric a brac 
o Alzheimer‟s 
 Take cue off of PJ for bird 
 Go back to play the first way 
 Blow out candles after lights come up. 
 
Thursday, November 4, 2010 
Opening Night 
It‟s a hit!!!!!!!! Chrissy came tonight and gave me a huge bouquet of flowers! She is a 
little bit amazing!! Everyone I talked to after the show said they really enjoyed the show. It is so 
good to hear that. It was great to have an audience finally. My hats worked better tonight as well. 
Time to celebrate a good show!  
 
Friday, November 5, 2010 
Second Night Slump…or Not 
Another good show! Good audience tonight!! I think as a cast we are still finding things 
and growing which is good because we still have 5 shows and festival! 
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Saturday, November 6, 2010 
End of a Marathon Week 
SO TIRED!!!! It has been a marathon getting to tonight. Finally we have four days off!!!! 
I don‟t even know what to do with myself. Oh wait I have a festival to plan. Fantastic! Festival is 
coming along quite well. It is actually a little unnerving. I swear something is going to happen, 
but let‟s think positive!!! 
 
Thursday, November 11, 2010 
Back in the Saddle 
Tonight was very weird for me performance wise. It felt a little foreign. I don‟t think it 
was an amazing performance, but I also don‟t think it was completely horrible. Phil came tonight 
so maybe I will see how it went when I talk with him. My family and friends come in 
tomorrow!!!! Unbelievably excited!!!!!!! 
 
Friday, November 12, 2010 
Family Time 
Performance went fine and now to see my family! Not much to say tonight, a little too 
excited to see everyone! 
 
Saturday, November 13, 2010 
It’s Approved 
So my family and friends approve!!!! I was exhausted when I got to the theatre at first 
from playing tourist with everyone (there was a total of seventeen people here to see the show). 
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However, focused and then an allergy attack came on. I literally cried during the opening tableau 
because I couldn‟t sniffle. I asked my friends if they noticed and they said they didn‟t but they 
might be lying. It was great having everyone there. Some of my friends that came have never 
seen what I do, so it was really nice to share it with them and their parents. My parents were 
super proud of me, this is the first show they have been able to come to since I‟ve been here! All 
eighteen of us went to IHOP after the show and everyone was discussing it, and not just oh 
Jennie we thought you were good. They were talking about themes and what everything meant, 
which was awesome to see how the audiences reacted to everything. I also will add some of 
these people don‟t go to theater, so it was an even bigger compliment when they said they would 
see it again since it is a two and half hour play! 
 
Sunday, November 14, 2010 
Photo Call and Matinee 
Went to Café du Monde this morning with everyone in the quarter which was just silly 
because it was incredibly busy and I had to be at the theatre early for photo call. However, I 
made it and photo call went fine. The show was good today, and the audience was about average. 
I can‟t believe we are already done with the run. Next stop, festival!!! Oh goodness so much to 
do in the next two days! 
 
Wednesday, November 17, 2010 
Festival Show 
Could not have asked for a better audience! They about died with laughter! Zach literally 
stopped the show with his line, “Any chance of seeing the show.” And then Miss Natalie, being 
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brilliant with comedy, knew that if she waited long enough to say her next line the laughter 
would die and then start again. Well that is exactly what happened. I really almost lost it on stage 
at that point. I started cracking a smile, but luckily held it together. It was an awesome 
performance!!! I can‟t believe it is over (unless it gets held for consideration).Our response is 
tomorrow morning. 
 
Thursday, November 18, 2010 
Response 
We received a extremely positive response from the respondent. He thought I did a good 
job at differentiating the two characters. He also really liked when Natalie and I came on stage. 
He thought our dynamic was great and that we gave the audience a nice breath of air when we 
came out. Honestly, I don‟t think he could have been more positive.  
 
Friday, November 19, 2010 
Awards 
I GOT A RYAN!!!!!!!! Completely surprised and happy about it!!! Caleigh, Michael, and 
I all received them. The show also was held for consideration by the respondent, and we received 
an Outstanding Ensemble award! Michael received an Excellence in Properties Design Award. 
As a side note, Caleigh and I received an award for hospitality at the festival and I received one 
for hosting. It was very nice to be recognized for coordinating the festival. It is now done though. 
We will find out in December about the show. I would love to remount this!  
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Sunday, December 12, 2010 
Officially Over 
The show was not held. A little disappointing, but The Night of the Iguana is going. 
Which is very exciting and I am very happy for Beau. It has been quite an experience working on 
this piece, and I am a little sad to see it officially be over. Thank you to everyone involved. I 
thoroughly enjoyed every moment of it. 
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Project Evaluation 
After finishing my performance I talked with my committee member, Phil Karnell, my 
major professor, David Hoover, and my director, Marshall Carby. 
 In my meeting with Phil we discussed my progression as an actress over the last year. I 
had Phil for Graduate Acting and Acting for the Camera and we were able to talk about how I 
have grown over the last few years. Phil said he didn‟t have too many notes to give me on my 
performance. He thought it was a solid performance and I should be happy with my work. He 
said he appreciated that Kate was cold in the first scene. He thought I reacted well to the 
environment. Phil said I hit all my beats and stayed within the parameters of the play. Everything 
was clear and credible in my performance. Phil thought my dialect work was also really good as 
well. I asked him if he thought I was successful in creating two characters and he said I was. Phil 
thought I did a nice job in making clear distinctions between Harriet and Kate. We discussed 
how I have changed as an actor and the main point Phil made was he thought I was more 
economical as an actor now. He said I have always had good instincts, but I now know how to 
utilize them and realize that less is more. 
 I spoke with David next about the performance, and the main note he gave me was that at 
times he thought I could project more. Since this was Marshall‟s thesis as well, David gave 
Marshall notes and some of those notes were given to me. For instance, David thought I could go 
further with the play within the play. That note was given to me and corrected before we opened.  
Director’s Feedback 
 I then spoke with Marshall about the process and the final result. We talked about my 
strengths and my weaknesses. We also discussed what I could do to improve my acting skills. 
One of the greatest strengths Marshall thought I had as an actor was being a team player. I 
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always came in off book when asked and knew my blocking and was in the proper rehearsal 
attire. He also thought one of my strengths was I gave a lot to other actors onstage. He thinks I 
absorb things very well. I really listen to everything being said to me and respond accordingly. 
Marshall said I do a good job at using the environment around me to help my performance. 
Nothing is there arbitrarily, but it is there to amplify the performance like costumes, set and 
props. The last strength we talked about was my change throughout the process. He thought I 
grew enormously throughout the process. Where I started as an actor, day one of the process, 
was not where I ended opening night.  
 We then moved on to my weaknesses as an actor. He thought one of them was that while 
I do grow throughout the process, he thinks sometimes it might take awhile to have a break 
through. He also thinks I get defensive when given criticism and I can work on that. He thought 
one of my biggest weaknesses was auditioning. We spent a lot of time talking about auditions. 
He thinks I can choose better pieces. We also came to find we have different ideas when it comes 
to auditions. Marshall likes to have people read parts over and over and wants to see different 
choices being made, and I don‟t always do that. He thinks I should work on making more 
specific choices in an audition. I‟m not very used to reading the same part over and over again. A 
lot of times I know I make a choice and tend to stick with it during the audition process, and 
maybe I need to change it up. However, I wasn‟t directed to change anything during the audition 
process. 
Self Evaluation 
 This process was a very positive experience for me overall. I think I grew a lot as an actor 
throughout the rehearsal and performance. I learned about my strengths and weaknesses as an 
actor.   
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 I would agree with most of what Marshall said about me as an actor. I have always felt 
one of my main strengths is being prepared. I always used to think everyone was like this and it 
was just a given, but I have discovered not all actors are as prepared for rehearsal as they should 
be. I take great pride in everything I do and take even more pride in my craft. I know I am 
diligent in my work ethic.  
 I would also agree with what he said about me being a giving actor. I know I always  
make sure I‟m actively listening onstage and giving another actor everything they need to have a 
good performance. I try to not be selfish onstage and give focus where focus is needed. I also 
listen so if someone changes their performance, my performance changes accordingly. Having 
Marshall tell me this definitely affirmed what I thought I was doing. 
 My dialect was another strength I thought I had during this process. I have always been 
decent at accents, and think it comes from having a musical background. Accents are very 
musical and from playing piano for so long my ear is decently trained. This helps me as an actor. 
However, David did mention my volume and I would agree. Sometimes I was too quiet onstage. 
I am not sure why because I know better, but I know at times I needed to pump up the volume. I 
have always thought of my voice as one of my strengths, and have received compliments on it 
from other directors, so in the future I just need to be more aware.     
 I definitely have weaknesses as an actor. I think I am very “in my head” about acting. I 
have always been this way and tried to work on that. I need to trust my instincts more. I tend to 
have decent instincts, but don‟t always trust them and tend to second guess them. I over analyze 
situations and end up hindering myself. I have this desire to be perfect on stage, or to give the 
director exactly what they want instead of focusing on what the character is doing. I‟m my own 
worst enemy when it comes to this. I need to relax and know that it will never be perfect and 
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there is no problem with failing during rehearsal. I believe this has improved over the last year, 
but I know I have a long way to go. I think it comes from me not trusting myself as an actor, and 
being self-conscious onstage. I have a lot of confidence, but a lot of times it is false confidence. 
 I know as an actor my process can sometimes take awhile. It usually takes me a couple of 
weeks of rehearsal to really get underneath a character. I need to work on getting there faster. 
With this process we only had a week between auditions and rehearsal so there wasn‟t a lot of 
time to prepare, but when I do have time I need to spend more of it developing my character 
outside of rehearsal so it doesn‟t take up so much time during rehearsal.  
 During this production I was able to really define my process. Every show is different 
and because I played two different roles I really had to make specific choices. I thought I was 
successful in creating two different people. Playing two roles forced me to think of every aspect 
of the character and to dig deeper than I have in the past. This will help me greatly in the future. I 
will be able to bring more dimensions to future roles. 
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